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	The primary goal of this book is to present to the scientific and management
	communities a selection of applications using more recent Soft Computing (SC)
	and Computing with Words and Perceptions (CWP) models and techniques meant
	to solve the economics and financial problems. The selected examples could also
	serve as a starting point or as an opening out, in the SC and CWP techniques
	application to a wider range of problems in economics and finance.


	Decision making in the present world is becoming more and more
	sophisticated, time consuming and difficult for human beings who require more
	and more computational support. This book addresses the significant increase on
	research and applications of Soft Computing and Computing with Words and
	Perceptions for decision making in Economics and Finance in recent years.
	Decision making is heavily based on information and knowledge usually extracted
	from the analysis of large amounts of data. Data mining techniques enabled with
	the capability to integrate human experience could be used for a more realistic
	business decision support. Computing with Words and Perceptions introduced by
	Lotfi Zadeh, can serve as a basis for such extension of traditional data mining and
	decision making systems. Fuzzy logic as a main constituent of CWP gives
	powerful tools for modeling and processing linguistic information defined on
	numerical domain.


	Decision making techniques based on fuzzy logics in many cases have
	demonstrated better performance than competing approaches. The reason is that
	traditional, bivalent-logic-based approaches, are not a good fit to reality — the
	reality of pervasive imprecision, uncertainty and partiality of truth. On the other
	hand, traditional probabilistic interpretation of uncertainties in practice does not
	always correspond to the nature of uncertainties that often appear as the effects of
	subjective estimations. The list of practical situations, when it seems better to
	avoid the traditional probabilistic interpretation of uncertainty is very long. The
	centrepiece of fuzzy logic that everything is, or is allowed to be, a matter of
	degree, makes it possible to better deal with perception-based information. Such
	information plays an essential role in economics, finance and, more generally in
	all domains in which human perceptions and emotions are in evidence. For
	instance, it is the case for the studies of the capital markets/financial engineering
	including financial time series modeling; price projections for stocks, volatility
	analysis and the pricing of options and derivatives; and risk management to
	mention few.
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AI 2006: Advances in Artificial Intelligence: 19th Australian Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Hobart, AustraliaSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th Australian Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, AI 2006, held in Hobart, Australia in December 2006.
The 89 revised full papers and 70 revised short papers presented together with the extended abstracts of 4 invited speeches were carefully reviewed and selected from 689...
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Social Work, Health and EqualityRoutledge, 2000
The authors use this volume to demonstrate how social work can make a significant contribution to creating greater equality in the experience of illness and health care as well as to describe the major adjustments in conceptualization, practice, and organization necessary to achieve this change. The book focuses on four key aspects, health...
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Auditing Cloud Computing: A Security and Privacy GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The auditor's guide to ensuring correct security and privacy practices in a cloud computing environment


	Many organizations are reporting or projecting a significant cost savings through the use of cloud computing—utilizing shared computing resources to provide ubiquitous access for organizations and end users. Just...
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Implementing and Developing Cloud Computing ApplicationsAuerbach Publications, 2010

	I was first exposed to what would become the Internet way back in 1969,
	while I was still an undergraduate at Brandeis University working on
	ARPANet, the forerunner to the present Internet, which operated at the
	then blazing speed of 2,400 bps, ultimately increased to 50 Kbps (see
	http://www.computerhistory.org/internet_history/). I...
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Profit From The PanicAdam Hilger, 2009

	How to Profit from the Greatest Investment Opportunity Since the Great Depression


	Will you become richer or poorer after a recession? 


	The answer depends on what financial decisions you make TODAY. If you do nothing, you will become poorer. If you do the wrong thing, you will also become poorer. If you do...
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Service-Oriented Architecture: SOA  Strategy, Methodology, and TechnologyAuerbach Publications, 2007
Aggressively being adopted by organizations in all markets, service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a framework enabling business process improvement for gaining competitive advantage. Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA): Strategy, Methodology, and Technology guides you through the challenges of deploying SOA. It demonstrates conclusively that...
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